We investigate the structure of an infinite-dimensional symmetry of the four-dimensional Kähler WZW model, which is a possible extension of the two-dimensional WZW model.
Introduction
Many important physical phenomena in particle physics, such as chiral symmetry breaking and confinement, are of a non-perturbative nature, and it is difficult to solve quantum field theories (QFT's) describing these phenomena. There is, however, a large class of 1+1D QFT's which share many of the important properties of 3+1D QFT's. Some such theories, e.g. the Gross-Neveu model and the sine-Gordon model, have been proven to be exactly solvable, and they have provided us with insight into the properties of their 3+1D counterparts.
The exact solvability of 1+1D QFT relies on the existence of an infinite number of conservation laws associated with infinite-dimensional symmetry, e.g. an affine KacMoody (KM) algebra symmetry in the Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) model. Continual attempts have been made toward constructing integrable QFT's in space-times of more than two dimensions [1] , but without much progress. 4D Self-dual Yang-Mills and selfdual gravity equations have been shown to be completely integrable. However, these theories are at the classical level, and in four dimensions, no integrable QFT's based on Lagrangian have been constructed.
Recently, a non-linear sigma model (NLSM) in four dimensions with a Wess-Zumino like term has been proposed as a possible extension of the 2D WZW model [2] . This model, which we refer to as 4D Kähler WZW (KWZW) model, was first introduced by Donaldson [3] and studied by Nair and Schiff in relation to the 5D Kähler Chern-Simons theory [4] . See also [5] . It has been shown that the model has an infinite-dimensional symmetry and is solvable in some algebraic sector [2] and that it is one-loop on-shell finite [2] , [6] . Interestingly, the KWZW model is obtained as an effective field theory of the N = 2 string [7] and also as a chiral sector of the QCD scattering theory [8] .
In this paper, we investigate the structure of the infinite-dimensional symmetry of the KWZW model in 4D flat space-time. To construct the current algebra for the symmetry explicitly and to simplify the argument, we consider the group SL(2, R). The extension to other Lie groups will be mentioned later. By using the method of the Gauss decom-position, we derive the current algebra and identify it with a two-toroidal Lie algebra, which is a generalization of the affine KM algebra. We also give an expression for the energy-momentum tensor in terms of currents and extra terms, in the spirit of Sugawara's conjecture.
The KWZW model and Gauss decomposition
The basic field in the KWZW model is a mapping g(x) from a four-manifold X 4 to a Lie group G. The action for g(x) is given as a generalization of the 2D WZW model [2] ,
The two-form ω is a closed Kähler form on X 4 ,
where h αβ (α,β = 1, 2) is a Kähler metric on X 4 and f π is a coupling constant with the mass dimension +1. The equation of motion reads,
or equivalently,
These equations are known as the Yang equations on a Kähler manifold X 4 and are equivalent to the self-dual Yang-Mills (SDYM) equation in a particular gauge [9] . When we restrict X 4 to a hyper-Kähler manifold, the two-form ω represents a self-dual gravitational (SDG) instanton, since in four dimensions the hyper-Kähler condition is equivalent to the self-duality of the Riemann tensor. Then (3) or (4) describes a SDYM instanton coupled to a SDG instanton.
A comment is in order on the signature of the space-time X 4 . The (4, 0) signature is favoured from the viewpoint of the SDYM equation, whereas the KWZW model arising from the N = 2 string and that in the QCD prefer (2, 2) and (3, 1), respectively. In this paper, we will not be concerned with the signature of X 4 , assuming that any two signatures are connected to each other by Wick rotation.
The integrable self-dual equation suggests the existence of an infinite-dimensional symmetry in the action (1) . In fact, we can prove the following identity [2] , which is an analogue of the Polyakov-Wiegmann formula,
From this formula, we can easily see that the action is invariant under holomorphic right
Corresponding to the right (left) action symmetry, we have a conserved current J (J),
Although the KWZW model is apparently non-renormalizable by power counting, it has been shown that the model is one-loop on-shell finite [2] . Conversely, the requirement of the one-loop finiteness of the NLSM with torsion leads to the KWZW model uniquely [6] . This remarkable property arises from the existence of torsion in group manifolds,
represented by the Wess-Zumino like term, the second term in (1).
We consider the KWZW model with the SL(2, R) group and use the Gauss decomposition method to express g(x) in the neighborhood of the unit element as follows,
where ϕ(x), χ(x) and ψ(x) are real scalar fields and
We also use the Hermite basis of the sl(2) algebra,
, where σ i are
Pauli matrices. Then we make use of the identity (5) to re-express the action (1) as
In this paper, we assume that the space-time X 4 is flat;
with the others zero, and use the notation u = z
. Then, the action reads
The energy-momentum tensor is given by
with their conservation laws,
The components of the current
χ(x) and ψ(x),
whose u, v components are defined from the conservation laws,∂J
The currents J a correspond to the holomorphic right-action symmetry with parameters
in the following way,
Similarly, the components of the currentJ are given bȳ
Theū,v components of theJ a arē
The currentsJ a correspond to the anti-holomorphic left-action symmetry with param-
transform as
3 Two-toroidal Lie algebra
To obtain a current algebra in the KWZW model, we start with the classical Poisson bracket (P.B.) in the light-cone frame. We takeū as our time coordinate, while the space variables are denoted as x = (u, v,v). In this light-cone frame, the action (1) or (10) is first order in time derivatives, that is, it is already in Hamiltonian form. Therefore, we can define the P.B. without introducing conjugate momenta of fields φ i = (ϕ, ψ, χ). The formula applied to the 2D WZW model [10] can be easily extended to the present case as follows,
where F ij is the inverse of the matrix F ij defined from the variation of the action, δS =
The function ǫ(u −u ′ ) is the sign function, and δ
we take the values of the coordinates real by using a Wick rotation.
Sinceū is our time coordinate, from the conservation laws, J Using (19), we have fundamental P.B.'s for the components of the group element g(x),
P.B.'s of the g(x) and the currents J a u are given in the matrix form as
or, in the Hermite basis,
(J + − J − ), the above P.B.'s are expressed concisely as
From (22), we can easily see that J a u generate the transformation (15) . For later use, we introduce G ij =
2
TrT i g −1 T j g, which satisfies the following identities:
P.B.'s among J i u 's are in the Hermite basis,
and those among J 
P.B.'s amongJ 
We see that right-hand sides of (27) and (28) are total derivatives in the coordinatev ′ and hence can be dropped when we integrate the currents J i u (x ′ ) with respect tov ′ .
To define our current algebra properly, we compactify space directions such that u, v andv take the values I = [0, 2π]. The charge of the J-transformation (15) is then given by
From the conservation laws, we see thatJ i are functions of u and v only;
We use the notation z = (u, v). Then the P.B.'s forJ i (z) are written as
and
The parameter functions ǫ i (z) are defined on the torus and can be expanded as
where n = (n 1 , n 2 ) ∈ Z 2 and n · z = n 1 u + n 2 v. Correspondingly, the modes of the currentsJ i (z) are defined as
Then from (30) we obtain
This equation defines an infinite-dimensional (i.e. n ∈ Z 2 ) Lie algebra with central extension, which is called the two-toroidal Lie algebra sl(2) tor [11] because of the double Fourier mode expansion (35). By restricting n to the subset n = (n 1 , 0), (37) is reduced to the familiar affine KM algebraŝl(2).
The root system ofŝl (2) is two-dimensional, being infinite in one direction. For comparison, we have tentatively chosen a root system for the sl(2) tor in close analogy withŝl (2) . It is then three-dimensional, being infinite in two directions. The Cartan matrices of affine KM algebras have vanishing determinants, while those of hyperbolic KM algebras have negative determinants. It is yet to be studied whether one can assign
Cartan matrices to general n-toroidal Lie algebras. For the sl(2) tor root system we have chosen, the corresponding 3 × 3 "Cartan matrix" has the following features not shared by finite-dimensional and affine Lie algebras: one of its off-diagonal elements is +2, and its determinant has a double zero.
The representation content of affine KM algebras can be understood based on highestweight (HW) representations. There is no obvious extension of HW representations to two-toroidal Lie algebras because of the two-dimensionality of the infinite directions of their root systems. This makes it difficult to find a criterion for good representations.
Let us focus on the central term in (37). There appears only one center proportional to λ 1 n 1 , whereas a more general central term should consist of two terms, λ 1 n 1 + λ 2 n 2 , by adding the new central charge λ 2 . The λ 1 has to be quantized to ensure that the measure exp iS in the path-integral is well-defined [2] , as in the 2D case. It is not clear how the quantization condition is related to the representation theory of the two-toroidal Lie algebra.
The two-toroidal Lie algebra is completed by constructing two kinds of derivations, d 1 and d 2 , corresponding to (n 1 , n 2 ). We will see later that d 1 and d 2 are given by the components of the energy-momentum tensor T uu and T vu , respectively, integrated over the space coordinates x.
Sugawara-like construction
We now look into the possibility of the KWZW model being a good field theory realizing Sugawara's conjecture of the theory of currents [12] . From (11), (14), (17), we obtain the following expression for the energy-momentum tensor,
where
T αβ reads
where 
The P.B.'s of the J k u and the Hamiltonian density Tū u are
As promised above, T uu and T vu play the role of the derivations d 1 and d 2 , respectively.
Discussion
An interesting physical application of the KWZW model is the computation of QCD multi-gluon amplitudes with all the same helicity, called maximally helicity violating (MHV) amplitudes [8] . This arises from the fact that the equation of motion of the KWZW model coincides with the SDYM equation. The latter equation has been pointed out to be related to a calculation technique of the MHV amplitudes [13] . These amplitudes vanish at tree level and take a non-zero but very simple form at one-loop. These simple results are believed to be due to the infinite-dimensional symmetry of the SDYM equation. Therefore, it is intriguing to reproduce these results from the viewpoint of the representation theory of two-toroidal current algebras.
It was suggested that the KWZW model can be obtained from an effective action of 4D chiral fermions coupled to the G×U(1) background gauge field [14] . We wish to point out that the field strength of the additional U(1) factor, the Kähler potential, can be identified with the Kähler form ω in the KWZW model. In this case, the Kähler potential becomes dynamical since its kinematic term is also included in the effective action, which leads to the Plebanski equation for self-dual gravity [15] . The same action also appears as a space-time effective action in the N = 2 string [7] . The quantum integrability of the string theory suggests that the current algebra and the classical integrability we have found in this paper survive in the quantum theory.
In this paper, we have constructed the two-toroidal Lie algebra in the KWZW model in the case of the SL(2, R) group. The extension to the general SL(N, R) case is straightforward. The fundamental P.B.'s for the group element g(x) ∈ SL(N, R) are
and the sl(N) tor algebra is derived from them. It appears that the two-toroidal algebra symmetry is responsible for the one-loop finiteness of the model. It is of interest to examine whether the same symmetry also renders the theory finite at all higher loops.
The NLSM in six dimensions is more badly ultra-violet divergent. One may add a Kähler Wess-Zumino term induced from the theory of 6D chiral fermions with the G × U(1) gauge field. It is interesting to see whether the NLSM with the additional term becomes one-loop finite and then whether a three-toroidal Lie algebra associated with an infinite-dimensional symmetry emerges.
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